25 June 1954

SUBJECT: WELYS, Reims

Date on which information was reported to

The information was reported to the

on 15 and 30 March 1954.

None.


c. Other Data Affecting Accuracy of Information:

7 a. Are BND members?

4. REMARKS:

a. Person identified as the person who

b. The information contained in paragraphs 9

of the attached Summary of Information is based on an

analysis by A-699-94.

c. Further information concerning SUBJECT

will be reported as it is received.

Encl: A/f

JYN/arm/49-655

[Signature]

BAR W. BOER

Lt Col Inf

Commanding

[Stamp]

REGRADED CONFIDENTIAL
ON 26 SEP 1956

BY: CDR USAGNCOM JOINT

Auth Para 1601 DOD 5200.1 R
23 June 1954

SUBJECT: HEINS, Heins

1. Date on which information was reported to the information office on 15 and 30 March 1954.

   a. Information was reported on 15 and 30 March 1954.


   c. Remarks:

      a. The information is to be identified as the person who furnished the information.

      b. The information, contained in paragraph 9 of the attached summary of information, is based on an analysis by A-595-MG.

      c. Further information concerning SUBJECT will be reported as it is received.

SIGNED: Boon

SAM W. BOON

Lt Col Inf
Commanding

INCL: a/c
JTB-49-633

RECEIVED CONFIDENTIAL
ON 29 SEP 1953
BY: CDR USAINSCOM FOIO
Auth Para 1-603 DoD 5200.1 R

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL
SECRET

25 June 1954

FELPE, Reims

SUBJECT: "Date on Which Information was Reported to

F. Date on Which Information was Reported to

None.


c. The information contained in paragraph 3 of the attached Summary of Information is based on an

analysis by A-295-RH.

d. Further information concerning SUBJECT will be reported as it is received.

SIGNED

SAM W. BOONE
Lt Col Inf
Commanding

Incl: c/o
JTF/ams/49-623

REGRADING: CONFIDENTIAL
ON 26 SEP 1985
BY: CDR USAINTCOM
Authorizing Office 1-603 DoD 5200.1-R

CONFIDENTIAL
23 June 1954

SUBJECT: WILKIE, Heins

I. Date on Which Information was Reported to You:
   The information was reported to me on 15 and 30 March 1954.

ii. Other Data Affecting Accuracy of Information:
   None.


4. REMARKS:
   a. The person who identified as the person who furnished 1-355-mg. his legend.
   b. The information contained in paragraph 9 of the attached Summary of Information is based on an analysis by 4-034-hg.
   c. Further information concerning SUBJECT will be reported as it is received.

Yours sincerely,

SAM W. BOONE
Lt Col Inf
Commanding

Incl: a/s
JWH/49-673

REGRADED CONFIDENTIAL
ON 26 SEP 1983
BY: CDR USAMSOC FDIPG
Auth Para 1-603 DoD 5200.1-R

CONFIDENTIAL
1. Continued investigation concerning the information furnished by the Communists regarding the Gehlen Organization last winter has revealed that at least seventy (70) percent of the information could have come only from the former Sicherheitsdienst (SD) group within the Gehlen Organization, to which the subject belongs.
5. The personalities marked by an asterisk (*) have been reported previously by this Region.
doiser

INTL 12 September 1952 (filed CONSUL Beazier)

NAME: Eberhard MELLER - born 13 March 1913; former Kriminal Kommissar with the Staatssicherheit; reportedly lives at Herne, Aachenerstrasse 4; allegedly worked with SCHMITZ (fmr) in an intelligence capacity for a "Grosse Dienststelle" in Western Germany.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

NWC-0035654

Approved for Release by the Central Intelligence Agency
Date: 2007

NAZI WAR CRIMES DISCLOSURE ACT
1932-34
HJ Scharfuhrer
Allgemeine SS Sturmmann
Served with 3/120 Bau Battalion in Polish campaign; hospitalized; released due to being student and having heart trouble

1940-41
1941-42
Jurist student, University of Berlin; also Stipendiat der Polizei in order to continue studies

1942-43
Kriminalkommissar Anwaerter attending Fuehrerschule in Berlin
Mar. 1943
Hilfs Kriminal Kommissar at Kripoleitstelle, Dresden

Apr-Aug 1943
Kriminal Abt. Gleiowitz
1943-44
Mbr Amt VI B 3 (Switzerland and Liechtenstein) in Berlin
Note: Apr 43-Oct 44; another pertinent trace states a Heinz FELFE was deputy Referats Leiter RSHA Amt VI/B/3; formerly with Kripo in Kattowitz.

May 1945
Mbr Amt VI BAS Holland; "Operation Nordpol"
Taken as POW by Canadians in Holland

Jul 1945
Interrogation rpt; Heinz FELFE intelligent, straightforward, admitted having been ardent Nazi without putting blame on anyone else.

1952:
GV L
a/o & living: Karlsruhe
Target: III F - Gehilfe; Referent

Sep '52. teletype to Zipper gave Heinz FELFE's birthdate and Honnef address; stated he was alleged to be working in intelligence matters for a large official agency in Bundesrepublik and was formerly a Gestapo Kriminal Kommissar. Subject's access to official offices reflected by his ability to obtain from Ministerium fuer Gesamtdeutsche Fragen information re Josef KRAUZ and Lina KESTER's automobile registration [ ]

1953:
Transferred 15 Sep 53 to Zipper Has to be Sec. 40/F III; his family living Honnef/Bonn; he rooming Sportschule, Muenchen/Grunwald, Dberstr 1.

19 Nov; O FRIESEN told [ ] he knew Joseph SCHREIDER personally and was mentioned in SCHREIEDER's book "Englandspiel"; his hobbies are photography and collecting books, he is avid reader; stated to [ ] 18 Nov that he believes some return of centralism necessary in Germany, notably in the intelligence, social assistance and education fields; had some bad experiences with Catholic church as he was forced to remove his son from local Catholic school in Bonn/Honnef a few years ago when priest-in-charge insisted his boy join church; although he said he had it "bis zur Haas" during Nazi regime, he feels the pendulum has swung too far in the other direction re the strong movements today for Federalism; both he and his wife came originally from Dresden.
Subject stated that he had been allotted as a Oberregierungsrat; that he had passed the first step towards civil service status in an interview with a representative of the Federal Government. The next step will be an exam before a personnel committee of the Gov't to determine his qualifications from a legalistic point of view for ORR. This exam might come as soon as six months.

Subject also stated that he was trying to have instated in the Bundeswehr with the rank of Capt. according to Subject he had been a mere 2nd Lt during the war.

BACKGROUND:

FELDE, Heinz Paul Johannes, born 18 Mar 1918 in Dresden. Currently resides Munich 27, Friedrich Harschalstrasse 3. Subject, (alias FELDE, alias FREIBURG), served as Criminal Commissioner in Dresden until his transfer to Amt VI (Amt Ausland) of the FSHA in 1937 or 1938. Subject worked in Department "Switzerland" of Amt VI. Subject's Nazi Party number was 7710 348. Prior to the end of World War II, Subject served in the Sicherheits Polizei (Sipo) with the rank of SS Obersturmführer (1st Lt). Information dated 2 April 1943 indicates that Subject was employed at that time by Wessels (and/or) Officers, Cologne, where he reportedly worked on Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands (KPD) matters, (UNEVALUATED). In late 1949 or early 1950, Subject was active in the Kauhheimer Kreis, which is headed by Professor Doctor Ulrich NOACK. In the course of his activity with this organization, Subject took part in a conference at Weimar and on several occasions traveled into the Soviet Zone of Germany. Subject worked for the Kauhheimer Ministry (Ministry for All-German Affairs) in 1950, and dealt essentially with matters concerning the Volkspolizei (Vopo). At this time Subject ran afoul of the interior and/or the BStU because he falsified information in regard to himself. Subject entered the Gehlen Organization in 1951, and came to be the main organizer and central figure of the "SD" clique. Information dated 26 October 1952, indicates that Subject interceded with General Reinhard Gehlen in behalf of one Karl SCHÜTZ to enable SCHÜTZ to retain his position with the Gehlen Organization. SCHÜTZ and Subject were two major suspects in a Gehlen Organization security leak.

OPERATIONAL ALIASES:

SANDERS, Heinrich

REFERENCES:

Photos taken prior to Oct 53:
2. The only other pertinent traces here on Heinz FelPE are as follows:

[ ] dated 1945:

Heinz FELPE - married; two children; unhealthy; pale face; dark brown hair; 1.70m tall; deputy Referatsleiter RSHA Amt VI/B/3 from April 1943 to October 1944; formerly with the Sipo in Katowitz.

[ ] dated 17 June 1947:

Max WESSEL, Dutch national and suspected Communist, was at one time in contact with PROEBSTING, Head of SD III B, Utrecht, and with FELPE (probably Heinz FELPE, an official of SD IV B Holland from December 1944 to May 1945). WESSEL allegedly attempted to have himself recruited by the RIS.

Max WESSEL, Dutch national and suspected Communist, was at one time in contact with PROEBSTING, Head of SD III B, Utrecht, and with FELPE (probably Heinz FELPE, an official of SD IV B Holland from December 1944 to May 1945). WESSEL allegedly attempted to have himself recruited by the RIS.

3. There is a reference in the German Primer to Carl SCHÜTZ. Following are other possible traces on Carl SCHÜTZ mentioned in reference.

Archives dossier, dated May 1943:

In May 1943, Kriegstechniker Karl SCHÜTZ, a member of the German Army stationed in Bucharest, made application to marry Martha TROTSCH (?), a Volksdeutsch from Kronstadt. Since his future wife owned property in Rumania and wished to retain her Rumanian citizenship after her marriage, the legal advisor at the German Consulate in Kronstadt was asked for an interpretation of the applicable laws. The Consulate advised that the only other case of this type occurred when the daughter of General Zwiedinek (see ) married a German Army Captain in Bucharest.
At the same time that Walter Vollmer, also a former SD member, entered the GO, Walter Vollmer was living quietly in the area around Kiel. He had contact with the group including Schulte and Eddleby, and came into the organization. Vollmer introduced his friend Stern to the organization. He is divorced with one child eleven years of age. Vollmer's father is Heinrich Vollmer, residing in Stuttgart-Möll im Dorf.

Ref: D-220649 SOI 6th 23 June 54, File: III-35714

Subject: [Redacted]
VOLLER, Walter

09, ard. 1955

Walter VOLLER, dismissed from the GC in the summer of 1954, is causing the GC much anxiety. Despite attempts to surveil VOLLER, his activities cannot be determined. Recently stated that long prior to his dismissal, VOLLER had been making excerpts from documents. When asked why he had not reported this sooner, the employee stated that he had been afraid of the consequences.

Ref: D-320529/3. MOI std 9 Feb 55. File: III-54419

Gehlen Organisation

30-York
CONFIDENTIAL

There are several factors which caused the Gehlen men assigned the investigation to look with suspicion upon SUBJECT and some of the Gehlen people in the Veresskamp office in STUTTGART. SUBJECT and the others, including Walter VOLLMER, were all acquainted and all former SS people and all had rather military backgrounds. There are three Gehlen offices in the STUTTGART area, and of these, the Veresskamp office alone remained unexposed, which office is staffed by VOLLMER.

Ref: D.22581, 301 4t 10 Jun 54, File: III-3571
Sub: FELTZ

VOLLMEN
SUBJECT: Wast Record Checks

TO: L'Administrateur J. M. ARNOLD
   Chef des Services et Conservateur des Archives WAST
   S.P. 50,368

Records available to this headquarters indicate that person listed below has had military service in the German Army. It is requested that a check be made of your records for all available information concerning him.

NAME: VOLMER, Walter
PLACE OF BIRTH: NAAROLD
DATE OF BIRTH: 1 October 1909
NATIONALITY: 
OCCUPATION: 
PRESENT ADDRESS: 
MILITARY HISTORY: 
OTHER INFORMATION: 

STOT MIL 7484

Mr. A. B. BODMAN

Les recherches effectuées dans les Archives de la WAST sont demeurées sans résultat.

23 Apr 1956

P. O.

L'Administrateur J. M. ARNOLD